GIS in the Sky

eFlight GT for Flight Tracking
• Who we are
• What we want to achieve
• How we did it
• Where we are heading
Who We Are

- Bristow transports crews for oil and gas companies and provides search and rescue (SAR) services for them and governments alike
- 360 aircraft in ~20 countries with ~5,000 employees
- Target Zero safety culture is the key component of our corporate core values
What We Want to Achieve

A flight tracking system that -

• supports Bristow’s emphasis on safety and global standard operations
• provides our clients with improved visibility of their flights
• leverages commercial solutions with a robust and scalable platform
• replaces the legacy custom built system
How We Did It – Select the Right Solution

Hardware
- Agnostic
- Multiplatform Support

Geo Processing
- GeoFencing
- Custom Data Layers
- Data Correlations
- Historical route tracing

Comprehensive
- Two way Messaging
- Two way Notification

Platform
- Scalable
- Streamline User Experience
- Capability for future
- Sustainability
How We Did It – Select the Right Partner

• Camp Hill, PA (10 US Offices – 1 International)

• 120 GIS-Focused Staff

• Esri Gold Business Partner

• Transportation & Logistics || Manufacturing

• Commercial Industry Solutions
How We Did It – Select the Right Product
How It Works

Iridium  SkyTrac  SatCom Direct

Translate

Bristow Flight Ops  Bristow eFlight GT

TARGET ZERO
How It Works
Where We Are Heading – Bristow’s View

• Improve user experiences
• Deliver data analysis and reporting
• Provide mobile access
• Integrate with enterprise systems
Where We Are Heading – Product Roadmap
Thank you

Sophy Liu – sophy.liu@bristowgroup.com
Brian Smith – bjsmith@geodecisions.com